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Curtis Fuller, trombone; Benny Golson, tenor sax; Tommy Flanagan, piano;  

Jimmy Garrison, bass; Al Harewood, drums. 

1. Five Spot After Dark (Benny Golson) 5:18 

2. Undecided (Robins--Shavers) 7:09 

3. Blues-Ette (Curtis Fuller) 5:31 

4. Minor Vamp (Benny Golson) 5:12 

5. Love, Your Spell Is Everywhere (Goulding--Janis) 

7:07 

6. Twelve-Inch (Curtis Fuller) 6:28 

Produced by OZZIE CADENA 

Cover Photo by HANK 

SCHNEIDER 

Cover Design by LEVY 

Recording by RUDY VAN 

GELDER 

Recorded on May 21, 1959 

 

Although leadership on this album falls to Curtis Fuller, and his excitement-provoking new 
thoughts on trombone, perhaps the major influence in its total performance lies with Benny 
Golson, composer of 2 tracks, and major young jazz influence today. Fuller's 2 charts, 
"Blues-ette" and "Twelve-Inch" share the lean, long, spare lines of Benny's "Five Spot After 
Dark" and "Minor Vamp." In fact, perhaps the conception-keynote of the date is reflected in 
the writing. 

It is refreshing to note the skilled use of the sketch arrangements to provide a full-time base 
upon which the date was performed. Too often, of late, jazzmen write a set of skimpy lines, 
run into the studio, bellow the theme and then into patterns of 12-bar blues for their solo 
efforts. Here, in contrast, the charts written for only a 2-man front line, reflect throughout, and 
support throughout, atotal performance, including the 2 standard tunes, "Undecided" and 
"Love Your Spell Is Everywhere." 

A major delight is the use of softer dynamics almost throughout. Much as I like Art Taylor, et 
al, it's a pleasure to hear bass and drums just pulsing and not melodizing! When Al 
Harewood solos, he blows, and when the theme calls for it, ("Blues-ette"), he cooks! When 
Jimmy Garrison solos, he goes . . . and at other times, he wails in the concept of the theme, 
(2-beat into "Twelve-Inch," melody on "Minor Vamp"). 
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Solo chores on every track follow the continuity provided by the concept in chart. Fuller, 
following the change in approach apparent in his recent work, is slowly braking from the 
bursting, rhythmic staccato style he first greeted New York with 2 years ago, and has 
developed a style midway between Miles Davis and J.J. Johnson. His opening statements 
are usually spare, simple, and uncluttered, and his developing choruses bring back the best 
elements of the staccato triplets and dramatic rhythmic bursts that encircle his style. 

Golson, a warm-bodied tenor sax of great feeling, expresses himself sparingly and as a 
composer, not-blower, in his opening solo speech on each track. In the development 
choruses, his work now reflects more of the influence of John Coltrane, Johnny Griffin, and 
Coleman Hawkins. This provides an oft time confusing total impression, but adds to the 
drama that is so much a part of his solo approach. 

Tommy Flanagan, an underrated soloist of great feeling, most often utilizes the middle and 
upper registers in a soft-touch Bud Powell line, and gives a bonus of great rapport with the 
horns in this date with his introductory statements of each solo, building from the preceeding 
soloist's line. This, too, is further evidence of the cohesiveness that permeates the album, in 
contrast to the free-for-all blowing date so often encountered these days. 

--H. ALAN STEIN, from the liner notes. 

 
 

 

Curtis Fuller 

Trombone 

December 15, 1934 -- 

Curtis Fuller 

 

"Curtis has buckets and buckets and tons of soul. He has wonderful natural 

qualities and is bound to mature into a very important voice." 

--Gigi Gryce 

 

Curtis Fuller was born in Detroit, Michigan in 1934. He came to music late, playing the 
baritone horn in high school and switching to the trombone at age 16. Detroit, at the time, 
was the breeding ground for an astonishing pool of fresh, highly individual talent. 
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Milt Jackson and Hank Jones had already gone to New York and made their names. But 
coming of age in Detroit in the early fifties were Fuller, Donald Byrd, Elvin and Thad 
Jones, Paul Chambers, Louis Hayes, Kenny Burrell, Barry Harris, Pepper Adams, Yusef 
Lateef, Sonny Red, Hugh Lawson, Doug Watkins, Tommy Flanagan and many others who 
would make the mid-decade migration to New York and eventually international recognition. 

In 1953, Curtis left the local scene to serve his two-year stint in the army, where he met and 
played with Cannonball Adderley and Junior Mance among others. When he returned home, 
he began working with Yusef Lateef's quintet. The Lateef quintet came to New York in April 
1957 to record two albums for Savoy and a third produced by Dizzy Gillespie for Verve. 

Word of Curtis's talent spread rapidly around New York. Although he initially came under the 
spell of J.J. Johnson and listed Jimmy Cleveland, Bob Brookmeyer and Urbie Green among 
his favorites, Fuller came to New York at the age of 22 with a unique style and sound. 

In May, after being in town for about a month, he recorded with Paul Quinchette and made 
his first albums as a leader: two quintet albums for Prestige with Sonny Red featured on alto. 
Like the Blue Note debuts by Kenny Burrell and Thad Jones the prior year, he used mostly 
transplanted Detroit players. 

Blue Note's Alfred Lion had also heard about Fuller and went to see him at the Cafe 
bohemia with Miles Davis's sextet. Curtis joined the Blue Note family, appearing on a Clifford 
Jordan date on June 2 and making his own, The Opener, with Hank Mobley, on June 16. 
That summer Curtis was everywhere. "Alfred brought me into dates with Jimmy 
Smith and Bud Powell. And then we did Blue Train with John Coltrane. And I became the 
only trombone soloist to record with those three artists." So after eight months in New York, 
Curtis Fuller had made six albums as a leader and appeared on 15 others. Even in those 
prolific times, that's pretty impressive for a newly-arrived trombonist. 

At the end of '58, Benny Golson asked Curtis to share the front line for a Riverside blowing 
date entitled "The Other Side Of Benny Golson," which put the emphasis on Benny's tenor 
playing rather than his composing and arranging. The chemistry between these two 
hornmen clicked, and they would record an album under Curtis's name for Savoy [Blues-
ette] and three under Benny's name for Prestige in 1959 with various rhythm sections. They 
also made two Fuller albums for Savoy with trumpet added to the front line, which laid the 
groundwork for the creation of theJazztet. 

In February 1960, the Jazztet, a sextet under the leadership of Benny Golson and Art 
Farmer, made their first album. Curtis Fuller was the trombonist and McCoy Tyner made his 
recording debut as the pianist. The Jazztet became a very successful unit from the start, but 
Fuller and Tyner left a few months into the life of the band. They were headed in other 
directions. 

In the summer of '61, Curtis made Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers a sextet for the first time. 
The combined writing and playing talents of Fuller, Freddie Hubbard, Wayne Shorter and 
Cedar Walton, driven by Blakey and Jymie Meritt (later Reggie Workman), created one of 
the most exciting and distinctive bands in the history of hard bop. 

Curtis stayed with the Jazz Messengers until February 1965. He spent the rest of that 
decade freelancing around New York, adding his beautiful sound to a number of Blue Note 
dates such asLee Morgan's Tom Cat, Hank Mobley's A Caddy For Daddy, Joe 
Henderson's Mode For Joe and Wayne Shorter's Schizophrenia. 
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After some health problems, Curtis is active again. What is as remarkable about Curtis Fuller 
as his lyrical improvising and ingenious writing, is his personality. On the road, on stage, or 
in the studio, Curtis is a relaxed professional who lifts every situation with his inredible sense 
of humor and his natural sparkle. 

--MICHAEL CUSCUNA, from the liner notes, 
The Complete Blue Note/United Artists 

Curtis Fuller Sessions, Mosaic. 

 

 


